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Use of Genetics in Insurance and 

Direct-To-Consumer (DTC) 

Genetic Testing



Genetics has always elicited a varied set of views 

across stakeholders

March 2018 4Source: New York Times, April 14 2014. Accessed 4 October 2017

https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2014/04/14/dna-and-insurance-fate-and-risk


Increasing levels of interest in Genetics1 and Genomics2

for medical applications

March 2018 51: Genetics is the study of inherited traits and genes.  (simplistic view)

2: Genomics is the study of how a set of genes behave.  (complex view)

High degree of promise

• Prevention of disease manifestation

• Motivate Lifestyle modification

• Precision medicine

• Pharmacogenetics

• Cancer treatment

• Prenatal and Newborns screening

• Accurate diagnosis of rare disease

• More accurate disease prognosis 

• Disease recurrence detection

• Everything!

Falling costs and increased availability

• The first human genome took $2.7 billion and almost 

15 years to complete

• Now it costs about $1,000 and the sequencing can 

be done in a few days

• In a few years it may only cost $100

• Multiple providers of DTC testing



Increasing levels of interest in Genetics and Genomics 

from governments and regulators
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Canadian Genetic 

Non-discrimination Act

May 2017

Council of Europe 

Recommendation

October 2016

State of New York Bill

Jan 2017

England CMO Annual 

Report: Generation 

Genome

July 2017

http://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/S-201/royal-assent
http://www.coe.int/en/web/human-rights-rule-of-law/-/council-of-europe-calls-on-member-states-to-ban-genetic-tests-for-insurance-purposes
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2017/A1463
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/chief-medical-officer-annual-report-2016-generation-genome


DTC genetic tests (DTC-GT)… spreading the genetics 

dream or the Wild West?

• Companies selling genetic tests directly to the public 

are proliferating in both number and diversity. Minimal 

regulation in UK

• A 2017 paper in the European Journal of Human 

Genetics identified 65 DTC-GT companies advertising 

their services online to consumers in the UK

• A 2017 market report from Credence Research, Inc. 

suggests that the annual revenue of the DTC-GT 

market is expected to grow to $340 million in 2022 

(currently $70.2 million)
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‘We are going to have to explain to the public

that there are cowboys out there giving you

data that they don’t understand and we won’t be

able to explain’

(Prof Dame Sally Davies, 2017)



Example: 23andMe and disease risk

• 23andMe provide information about disease risk and susceptibility, carrier status, drug sensitivity, 

traits and ancestry 

• New FDA approval from April this year allows 23andMe to tell US consumers about their risk for 10 

conditions, including:

– Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease

– Celiac disease

– Parkinson’s disease
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Scientific Background



Genetics 101
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Genome wide association studies (‘GWASes’)

• A GWAS compares SNPs across thousands of people with and without a particular 

disease / phenotype
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Disease prediction using GWAS results

• GWASes have been highly successful at identifying 

genetic variants associated with disease

• The first GWAS, conducted in 2005, compared 96 

patients with age-related macular 

degeneration with 50 healthy controls. It identified 

two SNPs with significantly altered allele frequency 

between the two groups

• Since the first landmark GWASes, sample sizes 

have increased (some in the range of 200,000 

individuals!). This means SNPs with smaller odds 

ratios and lower frequency can be identified
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The National Human Genome Research Institute 

(NHGRI) Catalog of Published GWAS provides a publicly 

available manually curated collection of published 

GWAS assaying over 38,000 SNP-trait associations from 

more than 2,800 publications as of May 2017.



Prevalence vs. penetrance
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Genetic Risk to Disease and 

Polygenic Risk Scores (PRS)



Polygenic risk scores (PRS)

• A central point of debate on GWASes is that most SNPs are 

associated with only a small increased risk of the disease, and 

have only a small predictive value (especially when compared 

to classical risk factors such as family history or cholesterol)

• The finding that multiple DNA variants are associated with 

common disorders is leading to disorders being thought of in 

quantitative terms

• As multiple DNA variants are identified, they can be 

aggregated into composites that represent the polygenic 

liability that underlies common disorders

• Polygenic risk scores (PRS) capture much more information 

by looking at a much larger number of variants genome wide 

(not just the highly significant SNPs)
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Calculating PRS

• PRS are based on the selection of SNPs which, individually, do not have to 

achieve significance in large-scale GWAS

• The score is typically calculated by adding the number of risk alleles (0, 1, or 

2) carried by each individual weighted by the effect size (β) of the SNP-trait 

association:

𝑃𝑅𝑆 = 𝛽1 · 𝑠𝑛𝑝1+ 𝛽2 · 𝑠𝑛𝑝2+⋯ 𝛽𝑛 · 𝑠𝑛𝑝𝑛

• Since even large GWASes achieve only marginal evidence for association 

for many causal variants, PRS are usually calculated for a set of P-value 

thresholds (e.g., P = 1x10-5, 1x10-4 , …, 0.05, 0.1, …, 0.5)
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Sample of PRS in literature (1)
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Condition Genetic Variants Difference in Risk

Coronary Artery Disease 60 2x (top to bottom 20%)

Coronary Heart Disease 49,310 1.8 to 4.5x (top to bottom 20%; depending on cohort tested in)

Type 2 Diabetes 1000 3.5x (top to bottom 20%; after adjustment for standard risk factors)

Ischemic Stroke 10 1.2x to 2x (top to bottom 20%)

Breast Cancer 77  (from 1 PRS) 3x (top to bottom 20%)

Breast Cancer (in women of 

East Asian ancestry)

44  (from 1 PRS) 2.9x (top to bottom 20%) – impressive given majority of SNPs 

associated with breast cancer risk have been conducted with 

European descendants

Prostate Cancer 77 (from 1 PRS) 4x (top to bottom 20%)

Lung cancer 38 4.6x (top to bottom 25%)



Sample of PRS in literature (2)
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Condition Genetic Variants Difference in Risk

Sporadic early-onset Alzheimer’s 

disease
21 (not including APOE alleles) 2.27 [6.44 when including APOE alleles] (top to bottom tertiles)

Alzheimer’s disease 31 (not including APOE alleles) 3.34 (top to bottom deciles; in normal APOE [ε3/3] individuals)

Alzheimer’s disease 356,033 
AUC = 78.2% (logistic regression model with APOE, the polygenic score, sex and age as 

predictors)

IBD 2,986 5.69 for Crohn’s disease and 3.35 for Ulcerative Colities [top to bottom deciles]

Colorectal cancer (in Japanese men) 6 Including PSR significantly improved c-stat for classification from 0.6 to 0.66

Alcohol problems 1,115,557
Higher polygenic scores predicted a greater number of alcohol problems (range of Pearson partial 

correlations 0.07–0.08, all p-values ≤ 0.01).

Migraine 21 Odds ratio equal to 1.6x (case vs. control; 2x for migraine without aura)

Psoriasis 16 12.3x (top to bottom 25%)

Cardiovascular mortality in patients 

with CAD
32 Hazard ratio of 1.5 (top to bottom 50%), after adjustment for classical risk factors)

Recurrent cardiovascular events in 

patients with CAD
45 Hazard ratio of 1.5 (top to bottom 50%)

Venous thromboembolism 16 1.5x (top to bottom tertile)

Melanoma risk 15 2.6x (top to bottom quintile)



PRS for coronary heart disease increases predictive 

power, even after adjustment for clinical risk factors

• This study tested the clinical utility of a PRS for coronary heart 

disease (CHD), in terms of lifetime CHD risk and relative to 

traditional clinical risk

• PRS tested in independent cohorts (combined n = 16,802 with 

1,344 incident CHD events) and contrasted with the 

Framingham Risk Score (FRS)

• The HR for CHD from the PRS was 1.74 and 1.28 for the 

FRS. Further, the PRS was largely unchanged by 

adjustment for known risk factors, including family 

history

• Integration of the PRS with the FRS significantly improved 10 

year risk prediction
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How could PRS be adopted into clinical medicine –

cancer screening

• Individuals with the highest 1% or 5% of PRS values 

could be offered:

– Regular screening

– Encouraged to participate in lifestyle modifications

– Prescribed therapeutic interventions

• For example, in the UK, mammogram screening is 

initiated at age 47, based on a 10-year risk of breast 

cancer in the average woman, but:

– Women in the top 5% of PRS-risk reach the average 

level at age 37

– Women in the lowest 20% of PRS-risk will never reach 

the average level
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Source: Prospects for using risk scores in polygenic medicine.  Forthcoming. Cathryn 

M. Lewis, Evangelos Vassos

Source: Mavaddat et al: Prediction of breast cancer risk based on 

profiling with common genetic variants. J Natl Cancer Inst 2015, 107(5)



How do PRS interact with lifestyle?

• A genetic predisposition to coronary artery disease is not deterministic but attenuated by a favorable 

lifestyle. Khera et al. 2017 (NEJM):

March 2018 21



Offspring PRS for education and parental longevity

• Individuals with more education-linked genetic variants had longer-living parents. Marioni et al. 2016 

(PNAS):
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Genetics and Risks of Anti-

selection



Canadian Institute of Actuaries Report, July 2014

• July 2014 paper considered 13 genetic 

conditions with estimates of effects on 

mortality

– Concluded mortality experience in the long-run 

would increase by:

 36% for males

 58% for females

• January 2016 paper considered 6 conditions 

impacting Critical Illness – showed a lower 

impact

March 2018 24



Canadian Institute of Actuaries Report, July 2014:

Assumptions
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Genetic Risk  Assumptions Insurance Assumptions

• Testing Rate 1/30 per annum. 

• Seeking insurance 75%

• Declined (due to other 

conditions)
5%

• Face amount $900,000

• Lapse 0.5% or 3% p.a.

• Conversion rate 50%-100%

• Policy modelled
Convertible Term to 

65

Policies Purchased = Population * Prevalence * Testing Rate * % Not declined * (1 – Predicted in UW)

Source: Genetic Testing Model: If Underwriters 

Had No Access to Known Results.  Robert Howard. 

Canadian Institute of Actuaries, July 2014



Society of Actuaries analysis, October 2017
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• Replication of CIA analysis but based on US data and views

• Provisional results presented at SOA Annual Meeting, Boston, October 2017

– Slides not available online

• Presented results suggested impact on rates in long-term <10%

– Significantly so in some scenarios



Thinking about life insurance through a genetic lens, 

May 2017

• Discussed the concept of polygenic risk scores

• Considered Trauma (Serious Illness) Insurance

• Allowed for purchasing behavior ahead of genetic testing

• Model considered 3 conditions

• Only presented as “illustrative”

• Impact of 1.8% on claims costs (does not appear to 

consider larger insured pool to offset)

• Noted many of the current research findings are based on 

studies of Europeans
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Thinking about Life Insurance through a genetic lens, 

May 2017: Assumptions
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Insurance assumptions

• Insured already 8%

• Low risk policy lapses 20% (+5% to base)

• Purchasing insurance 

prior to test
Everyone

• Keep insurance post test Only high risk

• Face amount (implicit) Average

• Proportion tested 0.5%

• Increase in risk 11% 

Genetic Risk Assumptions



Predicting impact of PRS is still early

• Genetic loci associated with disease will continue to be found and could confer additional predictive 

power

• Correlations with other health and lifestyle factors could be more significant than high penetrance 

genes

• Correlations between PRS for different conditions

• Risk of developing a disease may be correlated with severity of disease

• Preventative or mitigating actions, such as:

– Screening programs based on PRS may limit mortality impact

– Impact of preventative lifestyle actions unknown

– Pharmacogenomics

• Application of PRS to non-Caucasian populations
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Potential for anti-selection – example based on PRS for 

CAD: Input data

Input data based on the Khera et al. paper:

• 50 SNP PRS for CAD

– Inter-quintile range between 1.75 – 1.98

• 4 Lifestyle factors

– Smoking

– Healthy BMI

– Physical Activity once a week

– Healthy Diet

• End points

– MI, Revascularization, Death from CHD
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0%                           n/a

70%                          1.6

30%                         1.38

100%                         1.54

Potential for anti-selection – example based on PRS for 

CAD: Simple Model
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Conclusions



Summary

• Huge ongoing interest in Genomics and Genetics which are expected to drive significant 

improvements in human health and longevity overall

• Insurance industry benefits society and in a non-compulsory market needs to limit information 

asymmetry to remain viable

• Widespread adoption of polygenic risk scores would increase anti-selection risk over 

consideration of high penetrance genes only, if insurers were not able to assess the same 

genetic information

• The commensurate increase in premiums might be in the range 3%-10% based on very simple 

modelling and accepting the large degree of uncertainty in how PRS will emerge into clinical 

usage

• Additional research is needed to understand both the science and the interaction with 

insurance buying behavior
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The views expressed in this presentation are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the views 

stated, nor any claims or representations made in this [publication/presentation] and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage suffered 

as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this presentation. 

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice 

of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this presentation be 

reproduced without the written permission of the authors.
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